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Visualization of scientific data is critical to scientists and engineers who work

with experiments and simulations that produce large volumes of raw numbers. Effective

visualization methods allow them to intuitively understand their data far better than by

studying the numbers or statistics. Furthermore, interactive visualization allows them to

explore and learn about their data, perhaps grasping new details not known before.

Volume visualization—the direct rendering of three-dimensional volumes—offers more

information than simpler techniques, such as rendering of iso-surfaces. The simpler

techniques can only convey a small portion of the vast amount of information contained

in a volume, and they also potentially introduce artifacts [1]. However, there are several

challenges to volume visualization, such as the engineering of useful display parameters,

or transfer functions [2-4], finding optimizations to render volumes at smooth frame-rates

[4-5,8], and providing useful and intuitive user interfaces [4,6-7].

This study focused on simultaneous visualization of volumetric data, i.e.

rendering two or more three-dimensional functions at the same time in the same space. In

addition, ways of improving user interaction was explored. These ideas are useful to

researchers who wish to work with many pieces of data at a time, allowing them to

integrate or contrast information from several sources. Rendering at interactive frame-

rates allows researchers to manipulate their data in virtual reality as if they were touching

it, opening up new avenues of exploration and understanding. Previous work in

simultaneous visualization of multiple volumes focused mainly on improving display

methodology to highlight relevant details effectively [4,8-9].  This study was less

technical with respect to display methodology and graphics algorithm design, but focused

more on interaction and utility.

This study used a hardware accelerated non-photorealistic volume renderer, the

Interactive Volume Illustration System (IVIS), created at the Purdue University



Rendering and Perceptualization Lab, as a basis for a multiple volume interactive

renderer. IVIS is optimized for the NVIDIA GeForce FX chipset, one seen on

contemporary consumer graphics boards. IVIS uses hardware optimizations to do the

majority of the rendering in hardware, taking advantage of GeForce FX’s advanced

texture features and programmable graphics processors. IVIS was extended to render up

to four independent volumetric data sets simultaneously with independent viewing

perspectives and transfer functions. The majority of the rendering was kept in hardware,

allowing interactive frame rates.

IVIS’s interactive interface was extended to allow independent rotation and

translation of volumes, as well as interlinked manipulation of multiple volumes. This

allowed volumes to be viewed side-by-side, rotated synchronously, and brought together

or separated at will.

This work was used by two collaborators to satisfy specific visualization needs.

The Purdue University Computation Catalysis and Materials Group used this system for

the simultaneous visualization of multiple functions of molecules, such as wave

functions, functions of wave functions, and electron potential distributions. A biologist at

Purdue University used another extension of IVIS, which was developed with

contributions from this study, to render visually and haptically Actin and Cofilin proteins

in order to explore their bonding geometry.
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